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“With their unparalleled musical abilities and unwavering dedication to their craft, Eden on Fire is poised to leave an indelible mark on
the rock music industry.”
— DI Records, DI Records Press Release, November 14th, 2023

“Rock on! Erie metal band signs record deal with Pittsburgh based label”
— Drew Kolek, WJET/WFXP/YourErie.com, November 6th, 2023

“Amy Gould is not afraid to let her voice be heard. When she is singing her original songs while fronting Eden On Fire, you can bet
people pay attention.”
— Michael Zabrodsky, The Post Journal, June 15th, 2023

“We came we saw Eden on Fire and got rocked. I will be posting more about asap including an interview with Amy Gould . They are a
great band to go see live, I will be sharing more about them as soon as we go through all the filming” 
— Nigel Metal Productions, Channel 98.9 FM Corry's Radio Alternative, April 9th, 2023

Female-fronted symphonic metal band Eden on Fire from Erie, PA recently debuted their new single “Fallen”. The songs starts off with
a beautiful piano arrangement before the ethereal vocals kick in. Then slow heavy guitars kick in which brings the tempo a notch. The
theme and lyrics of the song speak of those moments where we fall into moods we simply cannot seem a find a way out of. Whether it is
depression, sadness, or just disappointment, we fall into those pits of despair and struggle to find a way out of them. No matter how far
we fall however, there is always a way out. I enjoyed the heck out of this one, and if you enjoy symphonic metal, then you will enjoy this
one as well.” 
— Anthony McDonough, Find Your M.U.S.E. - First Angel Media, April 7th, 2023

“Amy Gould, lead singer and keyboardist of Eden On Fire, From Erie, Pa., has similar sentiments. “When we think of bullying,
though, we picture the cartoonish burly kid with rosy cheeks pounding his fist into his hand. But in reality, bullies come in all shapes,
sizes, genders and ages. And unfortunately for those of us in the public eye, it’s not uncommon to keep experiencing bullies well into our
adulthood. So bullying for me is not just something I loathe watching young people experience. It’s something, as performers, I and
others continue to experience,” Gould noted.”
— Michael Zabrodsky, The Post Journal, February 23rd, 2023


